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Any one seen the
Hare

Are you on
the trail Tagg

I’M the GM
now Don’t
Know Him
just trust me

Warning - This Publication may
contains some TRUTH

LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2039 Kate Reid Reserve Prospect Hare Bugsy

The Run Report:
Another warm Launceston Tuesday evening and the

Launceston Hash House Harriers begin to assemble at the boom gates leading into the Kate Reid Reserve in anticipation of a traditional bush run. Bugsy
emerges from the bush covered in flour and sweat after
just setting the last section of the run. A few quick instructions from Bugsy, a warning about the Tiger snakes
on the tracks and the Hashers are off heading south
over the velodrome overpass a sharp left hand turn has
the pack heading into the bush. The front runners set a
fast pace leading the pack around the outskirts of the
eastern side of the reserve on the trail bike tracks to a
check at the top of the hill next to the Telstra mobile
tower. New Hasher Gumboots who is on his first bush
run quickly finds the trail heading west taking the

Hashers deep into the scrub and calls ON ON. After
about five minutes of bush basing the Hashers are seen
retreating from the bush as it was found to be false
trail. The

ON ON is called by One Hump who has

already found the real trail and has been watching in amusement. The pack has now caught up to One Hump who is
waiting at the intersection of the walking track and the newly
constructed mountain bike track. The flour trail leads the pack
down the new mountain bike trail while One Hump a regular

I’m not going
down there I will
hash to the right

visitor to the reserve Hash’s on the walking track as he knows
this will cut off a couple of kilometres. The boulder strewn trail
zig zags up and down for about two kilometres until it re-joins
back to the walking track where another check is found.

The trail is soon found heading further south downhill on the
walking track going towards the highway near Bunnings hardware before taking a sharp right turn to another check which is
surrounded by mountain bike riders who are wondering what all
these guys are up to running in their reserve. The check has
bought the pack back together again as the ON ON is called
heading north in the direction of the ON HOME into the older

Part of the reserve, Bugsy has decided that he
has not punished the runners enough and veers
the trail further to the west and away from the

ON HOME and winds the trail through the
mountain bike tracks for a further two kilometres
before the ON HOME is found resulting in bush
run of about 8Km.

The ON ON:

I’m heading back
to Bugsy for a
cold beer

As this edition of the LH3 Exaggera-

tor goes to the press the world has
woken up to find they have a new spiritual leader Pope Francis the 1st the
266th leader of the Catholic order, will
he make drastic changes during his
rein?? Probably not
As the thirsty LH3 runners stagger
back to the ON ON site they were
amazed at what they saw, their spiritual leader the G.M Tagg the 1st the 34th
spiritual leader of LH3 is not afraid to
initiate change. Not only change but
drastic change which goes right to the
core of the belief of traditional LH3
members. Tagg has been busy in during the two weeks he has been at the
helm steering the club towards responsible serving of alcohol. Tagg has discovered he can purchase kegs of Light
Boags beer for about $100 less than
heavy kegs. The old beer cooler has
been refurbished and two cold barrels
were waiting to be consumed. At
the end of the night Tagg’s initiative seems to have been successful
as more light ale was consumed
than heavy. Further trials will be
conducted to see if the Light
Barrels are a viable option.

Hail the GM

HEAVY

LIGHT

Raffle:
The Monk wastes no time and is soon extracting
more hard earned cash from the Hashers as he has
more wine, chooks and a six pack of the sponsors
heavy beer on offer. The major winners this week
were Scary and Magpie.

Skulls:
Bugsy 800 runs.
Blakey using his mobile phone on the run.
Tagg introducing light kegs.
Sheila for not riding his push bike to the run.
Hash Pash for going on strike for an extra $0.26
per hour.
Mr Sheen for forgetting the HORN.

Next Weeks run : Don’t Know Him house Devon Hills
Turn up and participate in the trial of the Light Beer kegs.

Other clubs runs.
Aussie Nash Hash – Brisbane 4th - 6th May 2013.
Interhash – Hainan – 13th – 16th March 2014
Interhash – Brussels, Belgium – 25th – 27th July 2014
March 23rd Red Dress Run - Brunswick Hotel Hobart

LH4 Ph 0408139601 (Magpie)
14th March Mr Sheens / Sly’s 4 Bayview Drive Blackstone Heights.
21 st March Inspector Gadget 12 McRae Place Prospect

Committee
GM: Tagg, JM: Goblet, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Pash, Trailmaster: Inlet, Horn: Mr. Sheen, Lip: Spyder, Scribe: Bugsy

LH3 FOOTBALL TIPPING
Don’t forget that the J.M’s footy tipping commences before the end of the month with round one kicking
off on Friday the 22nd March.

Billy was at school this morning and the teacher asked all the children
What their fathers did for a living.
All the typical answers came out: fireman, policeman, salesman, etc.
However, Billy was being uncharacteristically quiet and so the teacher asked him about his father ..
Billy responded: "My father is an exotic dancer in a gay club and takes
off all his clothes in front of other men. Sometimes if the offer is
really good, he'll go out with a man, rent a cheap hotel room and let
them sleep with him."
The teacher quickly sent the other children outside with some work and
took little Billy aside to ask him if what he'd said was really true.
"No" said Billy ,"He plays AFL football for the Collingwood Football
Club but I was just too embarrassed to say ..."

